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Plundered Pirates
Knights explode for 110 points in
destruction of ECU -SEESPORTS,A7
)

SGA ELECTION RESULTS

ANIMALS
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CAT IN A
HOT TIN STORAGE

CONTAINER

.
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12,000 STUDENTS PICK THE

Calter
--looks to
SW1for
FSEC finds ways
to supply energy
AMANDA WELCH

Acat who took athree--week crosscountry ride to Arizona in astorage
container is headed home to Aorida.
Arizona Humane Society officials say the
2-year-old gray cat crawled into the locker
in Pompano Beach, Fla., while a man
loaded itfoia move to Phoenix. Aworker
eard a cat meowing inside the container.

Staff Writer

Berkowitz ticket
wins election

>

ROBYN SIDERSKY
Staff Writer

Just wider 12,000 students
cast their ballots in the 2008
SGA presidential elections
this week, giving victory to
Logan Berkowitz and Brandon Delanois, as well as passing both referendums.
Berkowitz/Delanois won
57.67 percent of the vote,
while Adam Giery and
Austin Smith captured 42.12
percent of the vote. Write-in
candidates received less than
one percent of the vote.
When voting ended at 5
p.m., campaigners from both
sides gathered together and
celebrated in front of the Student Union. Clearly, both
sides were exhausted from a
long week of campaigning,
but all were anxious to hear
the results.
At about 5:45 p.m., the
Election Commission took
the stage, and both sides
gathered together. A mass of
yell~w-shirted Berkowitz
and Delanois supporters
huddled in a circle in the
front, and a crowd _of tealshirted Giety and Smith
supporters gathered more to
the side.
First, the results of the referendums were announced,
receiving cheers from both
sides. Finally; election com-
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AROUND CAMPUS, A2

KNIGHT-THON BEGINS
SATURDAY IN THE UCF
RECREATION CENTER
UCF's largest philanthropy, KnightThon, wjll be held Saturday from
10 a.m. to midnight in UCF's
Recreation and Wellness Center.The
event raises money that benefits the
Children's Miracle Network.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

PILOT DIES-AFTER 2
AIR FORCE PLANES
CRASH OFF ·FLORIDA
An Air Force fighter pilot died
Wednesday after his plane and
another likely collided and crashed
into the Gulf of Mexico just off Florida's
coast during a training exercise.The
other pilot was rescued and is
expected to survive.

MCCAIN DENIES
REPORT SUGGESTING A
SECRET RELATIONSHIP
John McCain emphatically denied a
romantic relationship with a female
telecommunications lobbyist on
Thursday and said a report by The New
York Times suggesting favoritism for
her clients is"not true."
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Giery, Smith lose Berkowitz, Delanois win
,'08 SGA election
ROBYN SIDERSKY
StaffWriter

SHAH DAI-RICHARDSON
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Logan Berkowitz (left) and Brandon Delanois (right) ce\ebrate after the announcement came that they had won the SGA election.

Oil is ·running out, and
researchers are looking for
another way to supply the
world with the energy it
needs.
UC F's
solar
energy
research institute, the Florida
Solar Energy Center (FSEC),
believes that the answer lies
in the sun.
"The bottom line is we
won't
be
t~g
about
ethanol and
liquid fuel
and stuff,"
states and a U.S.
said FSEC
territory have some ·
Director
type of solar or
James Fenrenewable
ton. "It will
incentivebe
including
electrons."
investment credits,
The
rebates, sales tax,
research
or property tax
institute
waivers.
focuses on a
variety of - U,S.DEPARTMENTOFENERGY
solar energy
topics.
Photovoltaic systems convert solar energy to electricity. Hydrogen and fuel cells
allow solar energy to be used
to
power
automobiles.
Building science involves
equipping a home to reduce
energy usage and efficiently
use solar energy. Solar thermal technology uses solar
energy to make hot water.
Fenton said solar thermal
technology is of particular
importance because 15 percent of the energy used in a
home is spent on making hot
water alone. ·
The solar thermal testing
laboratory is where all solar
thermal system models and
collectors in the state are certified.
· Mary Watkins, the test
technician for the solar ener-

StaffWriter

Adam Giery and Austin
Smith will not be walking
away from the 2008 SGA
presidential election as
student body president and
vice president, despite devoting many hours talking to stu:.
dents at voting stations.during the week
"I'm disappointed," Giery
said. "But that is a part of the
election process."
Since Jan. 20, when candidates announced their intentions to run for SGA
president, both Giery and
Smith said they have put a lot
of time and energy into their
campaign. This week, all that ·
hard work came down to student voting on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.

As
students
walked
around campus for those ·
three days, they were asked
the constant question: "Did
you vote yet?"
Both candidates had their
supporters and volunteers
out at stations all over campus encouraging people to
vote and telling them who .
they should vote for and why.
The stations' volunteers
had computers set up so that
passersby could vote on the
spot. They were also giving
out platform fliers for those
who were still
undecided.
Some of
PLEASE SEE

GIERY ONAS

The road to SGA victory
wasn't an easy one for Logan
Berkowitz and Brandon
Delanois. It included thousands of dollars in campaign
materials, hours of physical
labor and lost sleep.
Delanois even made trips
to several regional campuses
this week to talk to the students there, while Berkowitz
floated around the UCF main
campus meeting students.
"It wasn't about the votes,"
Delanois said. 'We wanted to
show the students we cared
about them."
The majority of the work
wasn't· done just in the last
week, though. The team has
been preparing for the election for the last few months.
"Four months ago we both
assessed what we wer1:: doing
the next year of our life,''
Berkowitz said. "We would
both still be at UCF, and we

COREY MAYNARD/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Supporters ~ongratulate Brandqn Delanois after he and Logan Berkowitz won the SGA
election Wednesday. Berkowitz will become president, Delanois will be vice president.
both would st:ill have passion
forSGA"
About 200 people volunteered for the campaign in
one way or another, from
m aking signs to fundraising

to promoting for the team on
election days.
"We said this from the
beginning. Our strength is
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Knight-Thon begins Saturday
UCF's largest philanthropy,
Knight-Thon, will be held Saturday from 10 a.m. to midnight in
UCF's Recreation and Wellness
Center. The event raises money
- that benefits Children's Miracle
Network
Those who participate in the
event stay awake and on their
feet for up to 24 hours. The
event includes free food, local
bands and other forms of entertainment. For more information,
contact
- knightthon@mail.ucf.edu.
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In celebration of Black History month the Black Female
Development Circle will be
hosting their Greek Stroll Show
Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Pegasus
Ballroom For more information
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Pilot dies after 2 air force planes
crash into the Gulf of Mexico
EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE
- An Air Force fighter pilot
died Wednesday after his plane
and another likely collided and
crashed into the Gulf of Mexico
during a training exercise. The
other pilot was rescued and is
expected to survive.
_
The two single-seat F-ISC
Eagles crashed Wednesday
afternoon off the Florida Panhandle, about 35 miles south ofTyndall Air Force Base during
an exercise "emphasizing basic
maneuvers and tactics," said
Col Todd Harmer, commander
of the 33rd Fighter Wmg, 58th
Fighter Squadron.
The Air Force will investigate, Harmer said. Weather in
the area was clear.
The names of the pilots
haven't been released pending
notification of relatives. The
surviving pilot was listed in
good conditio,n.
Harmer said in an e-mail
statement announcing the
death that Eglin Air Force Base
had suffered a "great loss."
"We will continue to do
everything we can to assist our
families and Airmen at this
tragic time," he said
Both pilots had been with
the wing "for quite some time,"
Harmer said.
A search began immediately
after the planes disappeared
about 2 p.m local time.
A Coast Guard rescue jet
located one pilot and radioed
the location to a fishing vessel,
which picked him up, said
Coast Guard Petty Officer James Harless.
A Coast Guard helicopter
then hoisted the pilot off the
vessel
That pilot told rescuers he
saw the other pilot also ej~ct
but lost him in the clouds, Harless said.
·
He told them the approximate location for the second
pilot, who was found by a Coast
Guard helicopter, Harless said.
No debris from the jets has
been found, Harless said.
The Air Force grounded all
of its F-15s - nearly 700 - after
the catastrophic failure of an FISC during a routine training
flight in Missouri in November.
The pilot safely ejected.
Most were back in service by
January, but others were
grounded indefmitely after
defects were found
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Graphic Artists
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WEST PALM BEACH
Anthony Ricca called the Star
Wars Legos items he sold on
eBay "Heroes of the · Galaxy."
West Pa}m Beach authorities
call his actions a $42,000 theft
scheme.
The 37-year-old Ricca is
charged with grand theft and
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COURTESY JESSE AUGUSTINE

UCF film major Adam laPrade will be working as the credential system administrator for the 80th Annual Academy Awards in Los Angeles, Calif., on Sunday.

407-447-4555
Advertising Sales Director

mail from her asking me to help her

Student will
work at Oscars
BIANCA FORTIS
Contributing Writer

Passion for movies has brought
one UCF film student to the 80th
Annual Academy Awards, which
will be held on Sunday night in Los
Angeles, Calif.
Adam LaPrade, 24, has been
working as the credential system
administrator for the award show
since December. He was offered the
position in fall 2007 after a series of
jobs that evolved from a "four-hour
gig" provided by the UCF film
office.
·
"It was really a combination of
luck, timing and flexibility," LaPrade
said
A few years ago, the UCF film
office sent an e-mail looking for a
student to be a production assistant
for a game at the Citrus Bowl, which
would be broadcast live on ESPN.
LaPrade took the job because "itwas
a quick $50 and dinner, all for four
hours."
LaPrade ended up holding a
dome microphone on the sidelines.
About two years later, LaPrade
received a phone call
ESPN was looking for a
production assistant for five days for
the ESPN Bassmaster Classic. He
accepted the position, and his boss
was also one ofthe production coordinators for ESPN's X Games.
In 2006 and 2007, he worked as a
production assistant for the Summer X'Games in Los Angeles.
He met the woman in charge of
the security system for the X
Games.
"A week after I got back from the
X Games, in August of'07, I got an e-

Man charged with stealing,
selling Lego Star Wall items
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Volunteer UCF will be hosting Tutoring with Meals today
from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. Volunteers will help provide peanut
butter and jelly sandwiches to
children living in poverty.
Those who are volunteering
should meet in the front of the
Visual Arts Building at 3 p.m. to
carpool For more information,
contact
vucf_hunger@mail.ucf.edu.

•
•

•
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VUCF holds Tutoring with Meals

•
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take some pictures for the badges
for the Emmy Awards,'' LaPrade
said
LaPrade performed that task in
September, and it seemed to
impress her.
"A few weeks later, she called me
and told me that the credential
administrator for the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
had quit and wanted to lmow if I
wanted the job,'' LaPrade said
It would require a four-month
commitment.
"I initially thought, 'Thanks, but
no thanks,"' LaPrade said "I couldn't
just interrupt my life to do this. rd
have to interrupt my job, my school
and my housing lease in Orlando,
which I still pay for."
After a long talk with his parents,
LaPrade decided to take the opportunity.
"fro using this as my independent study," LaPrade
said, "so I'm still a student."
As the credentials
system administrator, he
oversees security. A credential is an electronic
•~
badge given to all employees to allow them access
into various areas around
the theatre. LaPrade,
a digital media
minor,
designed the
badges himself.
With
a
security force
of 2,500 and a
requirement
that
all
employees
undergo a full
FBI background
check, security
around the Kodak
Theatre is tight.

When he returns in April, he will
be able to continue classes and
return to his full-time job as a tour
guide at Universal Studios.
Another of his accomplishments
was directing a five-minute film for
Campus Movie Fest called The
Importance ofPlaying YardbaIL Out
of 2,500 submissions, his movie
made it to the top 15. It was screened
at the 2007 Atlanta Film Festival,
where it was followed by a panel discussion. LaPrade and his friends continue to write short comedy skits,
two of which have been featured in
the New York Thnes' humor section.
The two films, Good.Morning, iPhone
and Rock Band: One Man's Journey,
can both be found on YouTube.
LaPrade said he has wanted to
study film for as long as he can
· remember. He explained that the
film that kick-started his interested
was Jurassic Park in 1993.
"I still watch that movie
frequently," LaPrade said,
"and each time I feel as if
rm watching it for the first
time."
For now, LaPrade is
busy with last-minute
preparations for the show.
"I am excited," LaPrade
said ''I didn't thitik I would
be, especially since I
deal with celebrities
at Universal, but
today included
a chat with Jon
Stewart and
Vanessa
Williams.
"It's interesting to me to
think that millions and millions of people
across the world
will get to see this
show, and rm glad
I had a role in it."
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Saturday

Today: A 30-percent chance of show-
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ers and thunderstorms after 1 p.m.
South southwest wind between 5
and 15 mph.
Tonight: A 20-percent chance of rain.
South southwest wind around 5 mph.

Sunday
MOSTLY SUNNY

High:81°
Low:62°
High: 77°
Low:53°
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LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Friday edition.
·
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Berkowitz/Delanois triumph, celebrate
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Top left: Concerned about the results
of the election, Austin Smith (left)
tells Brandon Delanois that things
must still be dealt with, despite the
fact that the elections are over.
Delanois said he was willing and open
to amending the situation whenever
possible. Top right: Asupporter of the
Berkowitz/Delanois campaign
embraces Delanois after the victory
was announced. Bottom: Delanois
(left) and Adam Giery talk after the
results of the election were
announced Wednesday.
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Taglit·Birthright Israel provides free, ten-day trips to Israel for
Jewish young adults ages 18 to 26. Register now at
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This summer, link yourself into Georgetown's

extraordinary academic community, the
Washington, D.C., power structure,

1,

and shopping areas, parks, monuments,
nightlife, and culture that will take you

all summer to explore .
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fraud after allegedly stealing
the I.egos Star Wars toys from
several Target stores in
Broward and Palm Beach
counties.
He was in court early
Thursday and it wasn't immediately clear ifhe had a lawyer.
A message left on his home
voice mail wasn't immediately
returned ·
The Palm Beach County
Sheriff's Office said Ricca was
arrested Wednesday after Target officials caught him
shoplifting I.egos.
. Detectives also found an
eBay account titled ''Heroes of
the G~axy" and a company
with the same l)ame listing
Ricca as president.
A search warrant ofRicca's
home found hundreds ofLego
products. Over $42,000 in
Legos has been sold on the
"Heroes" eBay account, police
said.

Child welfare workers to test
electronic tracking during visits
MIAMI - Florida's child
welfare caseworkers will
soon be testing handheld GPS
devices. to electronically
update case information during home visits. ·
Gov. Charlie Crist and
Department of Children and
Families Secretary Bob Butterworth are scheduled to
announce the testing Thursday morning.
Caseworkers currently use
a paper form to record home
visits, then type the information into a state database
when they return to the
office.
But cases aren't always
updated promptly.
Officials say the handheld
devices could speed up that
process and help track files.
Each device will include
GPS technology and a camera
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Plan would let Congress weigh
in on state bL:1dgets for colleges
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Some federal lawmakers
are trying to press states to
provide consistent spending
increases to their highereducation systems, saying
they recognize that the level
of state aid colleges receive
plays a critical role in how
·much institutions are able to
rein in tuition increases and
spend on improving their
quality.
The proposal would
insert the federal government into state decisions
about
higher-education
budgets, a new role that
some colleges would welcome but that governors and
state legislators call a dangerous precedent that might
acni.allyleadtolessspending
on higher education.
The proposal, which was
included in the version of
legislation to renew the
Higher Education Act that
the U.S. House of Representatives ·passed this month
(The Chronicle, · Feb. 8),
would ask states to increase
spending on higher education each year by at least as
much as they increased it, on
average, over the previous
five years.
·
States that failed to do so
would not receiv1e any new
matching funds from the federal government under the
Leveraging
Educational
Assistance Partnership program, which matches funds
that states commit to provide
grants to financially needy
students.
The Senate version of the .
· higher-education. bill does
not include the proposal, and
House and Senate negotiators are now meeting to hash
out that difference and others between their two bills.
As Congress seeks to
apply pressure on colleges to
keep costs down, proponents
of· the House-approved
measure say states need to
be held accountable, too, for
the role they play_ in driving
up the price of college when
appropriations falter.

Serb rioters set fire to
U.S. Embassy office
SLOBODAN LEKIC .
Associated Press

GERALD HERBERT/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Republican presidential hopeful, Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., accompanied by his
wife, <Iindy, speaks at a news conference in Toledo, Ohio, on Thursday.

McCain says report suggesting . United States will work with
new Pakistani government

relationship 'not true'

TOLEDO, Ohio - John
McCain emphatically denied
a romantic relationship with a
female telecommunications ·
lobbyist on Thurs~ay and
said a report by The New York
Times suggesting favoritism
for her clients is ''not true."
"fm very disappointed in
the article. It's not true," the
likely Republican presidential
nominee said as his wife,
Cindy, stood beside him during a news conference called
to address the matter.
"I've served this nation
honorably for more than half
a century," said McCain, a
four-term Arizona senator
and former Navy pilot. '½.t no
time have I ever done ·anything that would betray the ·
public trust."
McCain described the
woman in question, lobbyist
Vicki Iseman, as a friend
The newspaper quoted
anonymous aides as saying
they had urged McCain and
Iseman to stay away from
each other prior to his failed
presidential campaign in
2000. In its own follow-up
story; ·the Washington Post
quoted longtime aide John
Weaver, who split with
McCain last year, as saying he
met with lobbyist Iseman and
urged her to steer clear of
McCain.
.
Weaver told the Tunes he
arranged the meeting before
the 2000 campaign after "a
discussion among the campaign leadership" about Ise- .
man.
· McCain said he was
unaware of any such conversation, and denied that his
aides ever tried to talk to him
about his interactions with
Iseman.
. His wife also said she was
disappointed with the newspaper. The couple smiled
throughout the questioning at
a Toledo hotel
The published reports said
- McCain and Iseman each
. denied having a romantic
relationship.

WASHINGTON - President Bush called Pakistani
President Pervez Musharraf
following his party's loss in
parliamentary elections, but
the White House says it's up
to the Pakistani people to
decide the embattled leader's
political future.
Bush called the Pakistani
president on Tuesday during
a flight from Rwanda to
Gharia White House press
secretary Dana Perino disclosed the call Thursday but
would not reveal what the
two leaders discussed
She said Bush has supported Musharraf all along
because he "helped Pakistan
on its path to democracy" and
has been a good partner in the
war against terrorists. She
says it" is ''up to the Pakistani
people to decide whether
Musharraf retains his position.

Duke lacrosse players sue school,

city; say case led to distres.s

RALEIGH, N.C. - More
than three dozen current and
former Duke lacrosse players
claim in. a lawsuit they suffered emotional distress during the furor over the nowdiscredited rape case against
three of their teammates.
Attorneys planned to file a
federal lawsuit Thursday in
North Carolina that accuses
Duke University, the City of
Durham and several school
and police officials of fraud,
abuse and breach of duty for
supporting the prosecution of
the case. ·
Lead attorney Chuck
Cooper said the private uni. versity turned its back on the
players to protect the school's

Ctdtill Jlonb;: 1utut't

BELGRADE, Serbia - Serb
rioters broke into the U.S.
Embassy and set fire to an
office Thursday, and police
clashed with prot~sters outside other embassy buildings
after a large demonstration
against Kosovo's declaration
of independence.
Masked attackers · broke
into the U.S. com.pound,
which has been closed this
week, just after 7 p.m. and
tried to throw furniture from
an office. They set fire to the
office and flames shot up the
side of the building.
It took police about 45 minutes to appear at the scene,
and firefighters arrived about
the same time and put out the
blaze. Police secured the U.S.
Embassy and surrounding
area, blocking off all access.
The U.S: Ambassador to
the United Nations, Zalmay
Khalilzad, said he was "outraged" by the attack and
would ask the U.N. Security
Council to issue a unanimous
statement "expressing the
council's outrage, condemning the :i.ttack, and also
reminding the Serb government of its responsibility to
protect diplomatic facilities."
Serbia's President Boris
Tadic, on an. official visit-to
Romania, appealed for calm
and urged the protesters to
. stop the attacks and move
away from the streets. Tadic
said that violence was "damaging" Serbia's · efforts to
defend
Kosovo,
which
declared its independence
from ·Belgrade on Sunday.

More than a dozen nations
have recognized Kosovo's declaration of independence,
including the United States,
Britain, France and Germany.
But the declaration by Kosovo's ethnic Albanian leadership has been rejected by Serbia's government and the
ethmt Serbians who populate
northern Kosovo.
For several days, Kosovo's
Serbs have shown their anger
by destroying U.N. and NA'ID
property, setting off small
bombs and ~taging.noisy r-allies.
On Thursday, the neighboring Croatian Embassy als~
was targeted . by the SaJ?e
group of protesters at the U.S.
Embassy, and smaller groups
attacked police posts ·outside
the Turkish and British
embassies in another part of
the city but were beaten back.
Elite police paramilitaries
drove armored jeeps down the
street outside the U.S.
Embassy and fired dozens of
tear gas . canisters to clear
crowds. The protesters fled
into side streets where they
continued clashing with the
police.
Groups also broke into a
McDonald's restaurant and
demolished the interior. A
number of other shops were
also ransacked and people
were seen carrying off running shoes, track suits and
other sporting goods from a
department store.
. · Doctors at Belgrade's
emergency clinic reported
treating more than 30 injured,
half of whom were policemen.
All were lightly injured, said
Dusan Jovanovic, deputy chief
of the clinic, adding that most

of the injured protesters were
"extremely drunk."
. In Washington,
State
Department spokesman Sean
McCormack said the U.S.
ambassador to Serbia was at
his home an.d in contact with
U.S. officials. Security officials
and Marine guards were in a
. different part of the com.pound, but nobody was inside
the embassy building, he s;rid.
'We want to stropgly urge
them, .and we are in contact
with them, to make sure that
they devote the assets to deal
with this situation," McCormack told reporters, referring
to the Serbian government.
Serbia has "a responsibility
now to devote the adequate
resources to ensure that that
facility is proterted," he said.
Kosovo, which is 90 percent ethnic Albanian, has not
been under Belgrade's control
since 1999, when NATO
launched ah-strikes to halt a
Serbian crackdown on ethnic
Albanian separatists. A U.N.
· mission has governed Kosovo
since, with more than 16,000
NATO troops and KFOR, a
multiethnic force, policing the
province.
- But Serbia - and Kosovo's
Serbs, who mak~ up less than
10 percent of Kosovo's population - refuse to give up Kosovo, a territory considered the
ancient cradle of Serbs' state
and religion.
Earlier Thursday, po ·ce
estimated that about 150,000
. people had attended a ra1iy in
the Serbian capital. The crowd
waved Serbian flags and carried signs re.rding "Stop USA
terror." One group set fire to a
red-and-black Albanian flag..
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Thelawsuitfiledonbehalf ,
of 38 unindicted players and
nine members of their families seeks unspecified damages for invasion of privacy,
emotional distress and other
injuries. Cooper planned to
discuss the lawsuit later
Thursday at a news conference in Washington, D.C.
The- players accuse Duke
3 dead, 20 missing after
of ignoring, suppressing and
ferryboat sinks in Brazil
SAO PAULO, Brazil - A discrediting evidence that
ferryboat carrying more than proved the players innocence,
100 passengers collided with with idly standing by while
a barge carrying fuel tanks the players · suffered abuse
and sank to the bottom of the and harassment on campus,
Amazon River on Thursday, and with imposing discipline
officials said. At least three that implied the team was
. people died, and another- 20 guilty. Duke ·suspended and
were missing and feared then canceled the highly
ranked team's season in the
dead
The Almirante Monteiro wake of the rape allegation.
Duke spokesman Keith
capsized at daw;n near: the isolated Brazilian town ofltacoa- Lawrence declined to comthe university had
tiara in the jungle state of _ment
Amazonas,
state
.fire time to review the lawsuit.
spokesmart Lt. Clovis Araujo Durham interim City Attorsaid
.
ney Karen Sindelar did not
He said 92 people were immediately return a phone
rescued by a nearby floating call seeking comment Thurspolice station and several day.
Former Durham County
small boats.
''Rescue teams recovered District ·Attorney · Mike
the bodies of one woman and Nifong won indictments
two children and are search- against Dave Evans, Collin
ing for another 20 passengers Finnerty and Reade Seligwho we fear have also mann after a woman accused
drowned," Araujo said "The them of raping her at a team
chances of finding them alive party in March 2006. The
case unraveled amid the
are remote:'
He said he did not know woman's changing story and
how many people were on . lack of evidence.
The three players were·
the barge, but "no one was
hurt .and the barge ,was not later declared innocent and
also have sued the former
damaged"
Many of the missing were prosecutor, the ·City of
likely passengers who were Durham and the police detecasleep in cabins inside the tives who handled the case.
two-story wooden-vessel and They reached an undisclosed
were unable to get out before financial settlement with the
the boat sank, state public university in June.
N'Ifong was disbarred and
safety
department
· spokesman
Aguinaldo spent a night in jail for his
handling ofthe case. N"Ifong is
Rodrigues said
Rodrigues said it was too claiming more than $180 milearly to determine the causes lion in liabilities, almost all
· of the accident, but ''visibility tied to the prospect of losing
was very poor" at the time of two other lawsuits.stemming
the collision during the lunar from the rape case.
eclipse that began Wednesday night.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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MARKO DROBNJAKOVIC / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Top, the U.S. Embassy in Belgrade bums after masked attackers broke into the building and.set an office on fire Thursday. Above, police
officers det~in a rioter in front of the US. Embassy in Belgrade after a large demonstration against Kosovo's declaration of independeflce.
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Giery: 'I just want to say thank you to everyone'
FROM

Al

Giery and Smith's volunteers
stuck it out all day at the stations, despite having developed sunburns from being
outside all day.
"We really worked hard,"
said Kyle Trager, a political
science major and a volunteer with Giery and Smith's
campaign. "I was on my bicycle, going around to all the
stations making sure all the
computers worked, making
sure [the other volunteers]
had water for themselves
and telling people to put sunscreen on."
Giery and Smith's volunteers were also giving out
stickers that said "I Voted
Giery, Smith."
·Trager said those stickers
went fast because wearing
them stopped people from ·
constantly . being asked if
they had voted yet.
Trager said he saw one
girl holding a sign saying that
she voted already.
"That is very genius or a
sad representation of our age
group and voting," Trager
said.
Wednesday, Giery and
Smith's tent got some attention when the Phi Beta
Sigmas performed a step
show in front of it.
"We were trying to
engage the voters and trying
\ to get . people involved,"
Trager said. "The student
' y doesn'.t feel the issues
enough, so they have to
nticed in some way."
oth tickets must have
recognized this idea of enticing the voters, because they
· were gi~g out stickers, Tshirts, pizza and fliers to the
students who walked by or
stopped to vote.
·Giery and Smith found
themselves face-to-face with
voters as well.
"We just walked around
and talked to everyone about
their platform and encouraged everyone to vote,"
Smith said.
Giery talked to the voters
about the issues and even got
some handshakes in.
"I easily must have shook
over 2,000 hands this week,"
Giery said.
During the voting period,
Giery and Smith reiterated
their platform issues to stu-

COREY MAYNARD / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Left, SGA vice-presidential candidate,Austin Smith, and presidential candidate, Adam Giery, center, talk after results reveal that they lost the '~8 SGA election on Wednesday. Giery and Smith had only 42.12 percent of the votes.

dents.
"The whole ·theme of our
campaign was direct student
input," Smith · said. "The
main thing I wanted to focus
on ·was making SGA more
democratic." ·
Giery also told his volunteers and supporters to keep
their encouragement of the
voters as honest as possible.

"I reminded our team that
we were only going to run a
clean campaign," Giery said.
Eric Eingold, a political
science major and campaign
volunteer for Giery and
Smith, said that this election
in particular was dirty.
"There is such a sharp
contrast between the way
each campaign was conduct-

ed," Eingold said.
Smith said that while
Berkowitz was vice president, not much was changed.
"Now you'll see Logan as
president," Smith said, "and I
don't think you will see
much more change."
Giery said he respects and
loves every single one of his
supporters. Overall, Giery

said everything went well.
"I am going to see if I can
still make a change in different

avenues," Giery said. "If not, I
am graduating and I'll see
where life takes me."
J

UCF leads U.S.in applied energy
FROM
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"Today we are
the largest state
energy research
institute in the
United States.
UCF is Number 1
in energy, and
nobody knows

gy division, tests the systems
outside when the weather
cooperates with the specific
conditions she requires. To
speed up the process,
Watkins also tests inside with
a powerful sunlight simulator.
Powered by argon gas, the
bulb·she uses is only a clear
tube a few feet long, but she
said it burns 40,000 times
brighter than a fluorescent
light bulb and can light five
football fields.
"It's as close to the spec·t,,
trum of real sunlight as man
I •
can get," Watkins said
- JAMES FENTON
The hydrogen laboratory
FSEC DIRECTOR
researches how to obtain and
implement hydrogen technology, FSEC's communica- Subrato Chandra of FSEC's
tions specialist Sara Tour- building science division.
nade said.
Chandra serves as FSEC's
One project involves using project director for a U.S.
biomass, such as citrus waste, Department of Energy prowhich is full of sunlight, gram· called Building Ameriwater and carbon dioxide, a,s ca.
fuel But FSEC prides itself in
Building
America
stepping outside of the labo- researches building science
ratory and applying its and · encourages
home
research.
builders to construct energyWhen more than 40 efficient homes. Building to
ambassadors from countries "code," Chandra said, means
such as Malaysia, Turkey and constructing the worst possiGermany visited in January, ble building in terms of enerFenton
presented
a gy usage.
slideshow titled "Practicing
"It's the worst you can do
What We Preach."
without going to jail," ChanFenfon used FSEC's main dra said. "Builders want to do
office building as an example good, but they don't know
in his presentation. It is how, so we teach them."
equipped with solar panels,
He said they not only
motion and light sensors that insist that builders use enercontrol fluorescent bulbs, gy-efficient technologies but
and light shelves that control also encourage them to conthe daylight pouring through .· sider better indopr air quality
its hundreds of windows.
and durability.
The windows are also speReducing the amount of
cially designed to allow the energy used in a building in
sun's light in while keeping the first place is imperative to
much of its heat out.
the success of solar energy,
"We
do
theoretical Chandra said.
research, but we are very
In Florida, 51 percent of
applied in what 'Ye do," said the energy used is used in
1

buildings. A photovoltaic system does only so much, he
said, and just having one
won't work without an initial
kilowatts-per-hour reduction.
Chandra said he hopes
that solar technology will be
involved in the public's dayto-day life soon.
"Ten years down the road,
I want to see the integration
of the transportation sector
with the housing sector," he
said.
He said he envisions people owning plug:.in hybrids,
which they'll leave pluggeµ in
at work during the day and at
home during the night.
The cars would receive
power from photovoltaic systems, and the all-day
c;harging would eliminate
energy peak periods for the
utility companies. These
peak periods, he said, are a
big problem for utilities
bec~use they cause them to
run at full capacity during
certain times of the day,
which is strenuous and
heightens the need to build
more of them.
FSEC's involvement in
Building America makes
UCF the only university P3fticipant.
Fenton said that FSEC
makes UCF unique in the
world of applied energy
research in other ways, too.
FSEC runs the Habitat for
Humanity Energy Efficiency
Program for · the United
States.
UCF is also the only university that leads a fuel cell
team foi: the Polymer Electrolyte Membrane fuel cell
for what Fenton called the
"automobile of the future."
Despite its accomplishments, Fenton said the university· is largely under the
radar as far as recognition.
"Today we are thy-,largest

state energy research institute in the United States,"
Fenton said. "UCF is Number
1 in energy, and nobody
knows it."
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Berkowitz, Delanois received 57.67% of votes
FROM

Al

missioner Brandon Hamilton
announced who the next student body president and vice
president would be to an
apprehensive crowd. Immediately, cheers rang out, and
Berkowitz and Delanois were
hoisted onto shoulders.
Berkowitz was almost
speechless with joy.
"It's really tough to put into
words," he said. "The last
three to five months, so many
people came together and
believed in it. It's very reliev-ing."
Delanois was ecstatic as
well.
"All of us worked so hard,"
he said. "It's a result of everyone's hard work and we're
only as strong as the people
with us."
The election commission
was thrilled for the record
turnout of voters.
"It was a big turnout,'' said
Election Commissioner Brandon Hamilton. "It was the
biggest increase in elections."
Hamilton also said that
during election week there
weren't any run-ins with
either side.
Not only was it a victory
for Berkowitz and Delanois,
but also for those who supported the two referendums
on the ballot.
The first, which read: "Are
you in favor of creating a 75cent-per-credit-hour (about
$9 a semester) 'green fee' to
generate
a
campus
'Sustainability Fund?"', passed
with 6Zl4 percent of the vote.
The resolution received a

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Supporters crowd around Logan Berkowitz Wednesday after it was announced that he and Brandon Delanois won the SGA election. Berkowitz /Delanois won with 57.67 percent of votes.

great deal of support from
environmental organizations
around campus, such as the
Eco-Advocates.
The second, which read:
"Do you support revising the
Golden Rule to include an
equal maximum punishment
guideline for minor, on-cam-

pus marijuana and alcohol
offenses for first, second and
third time offenses, as defined
by the Office of Student Conduct?" passed with 5Z77 percent of the vote.
The National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws (NORML) threw a great

deal of support behind the
resolution.
"This is definitely due to
our support our members
showed," said Troy Bennett, a
member ofNORML "I want
to thank UCF students for
voting."
Brendon Rivard was one of

the co-writers of the resolution.
"I'm glad the student body
agrees that marijuana is a
safer drug then alcohol,''
Rivard said "I'm looking forward to having the policy
reflect that opinion."
There are several more

steps that need to be taken
before either of these issues
will change.
The next step for changing
the Golden Rule would be for
the authors of the resolution
to go before the Golden Rule
Review Committee.
"Hopefully, the Golden
Rule Review Committee will
agree that the student body
has said marijuana is safer,
and they don't vote against
the student body," Rivard said
"We're looking forward ·to
working with the administration to set this policy."
Not everyone was thrilled
with the results of the election, though.
"I feel that important
things still won't change,"
Smith said. "The same people
are winning, and nothing
changes. They trick people
into it every year/'
One support~r of the
Giery/Smith
campaign
expressed his thoughts on the
results.
"As a supporter of
Giery/Smith, I was somewhat
heartbroken, but I still know
that Logan and Brandon can
still do good for the UCF community,'' junior business
major Andrick Lewis said
Lewis said he thinks the
results prove that students
who vote at home are still a
voice on this campus. He said
he thinks that Berkowitz and
Delanois got a lot of votes
from students not seen every:
day on campus.
The
next
step
fo
Berkowitz and Delanois is o
start implementing plans
their administration.
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Campaign team added to success
FROM
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who we surround ourselves
with, people who are just
hard workers, so well-connected,"
Delanois
said.
"They're people who really
believed in us."
Berkowitz and Delanois
said they think the key to
their success was their preparation.
"This election was not
done in the last three days; it
was done in the last three
months," said Andrew Stein,
one of the campaign managers. 'We had a great team of
campaign · managers who
each had a specialization."
"We took it on as if we
were running," said Luis
Duco, one of the campaigners.
"It was because of the respect
and the way they treat us."
For the past two weeks,
Berkowitz and Delanois held
meetings with their campaign
team almost every day.
"For the past two weeks
before campaign, we met
with and had meetings with
different organizations every
day," Berkowitz said.
When campaign week
came, they were out campaigning at 8 a.m., and many
of their campaigners stayed
out past 6 p.m.
Campaign stations were
set up around campus, some
in front of the Student Union
and others outside the Recre-

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ABerkowitz/Delanois supporter hugs Brandon Delanois after his victory Wednesday.
Berkowitz and Delanois won the SGA election with more than 50 percent of the votes.

ation and Wellness Center
and Ferrell Commons.
Berkowitz's dad even
made the trip up from South
Florida to help his son out in
his campaign.
"My dad is so involved in
political campaigning down
south," Berkowitz said
Berkowitz said his dad was
at computers and talking to
campaigners.
·
Delanois traveled to the
Rosen, Daytona and Cocoa
regional campuses, easily

putting more than 300 miles
on his car.
In his first year, Delanois
was a Rosen student.
"Talking to students was
great," he said. "A lot of these
things on there [the platform]
were from the Rosen school."
Not only did they go t o
regional campuses but they
went door-to-door in apartment complexes around UCF.
The team would spend
hours just talking to students
about what SGA was all about

and answering questions.
Not everything about campaigning was easy, though.
Before elections even started,
some of the campaign signs
were burned
"The hard parts at some
points were speaking. There's
only so much time in a day we
can devote to student organizations," Berkowitz said "The
actual manual labor was
tough, getting the trucks, getting companies to push out
stuff faster.
"In the end, crunch time
financially was tough. You put
so much effort into it and you
wanna do everything you can."
In total, the campaign
ended up costing about
$10,000, much of which was
raised beforehand.
Not only did they ask family and friends to donate but
businesses did as well.
"Even the campaigners
voluntarily
contributed,"
Berkowitz said. ''.A lot of the
volunteers chipped in. That
was the most heartwarming
thing."
Now that the campaigning
and the elections are over,
Berkowitz and Delanois have
a giant task ahead of them.
"Now the work begins,"
Berkowitz
said. "We've
learned so much about our
points. We believe in them.
We know we can do it. It's
nothing we haven 't been
thinking about."
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Good gets opening day start
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CFF ARCHIVE

Sophomore Carmine Giardina is slated to be one ofthe Knights' top options
in the bullpen to start the 2008 season. He is one of 16 pitchers on the staff.

BRIAN MURPHY

They believe this season
will be very different
because of the staff's
The UCF Baseball experience, versatility
team's motto this season and depth.
is "Punch Back." It's a
Senior Jaager Good
saying that the team will get the start ·tonight.
adopted during the off- UCF head coach Jay
season and can be seen Bergman that Good is
on the backs of the play- not completely locked
ers' shirts during prac- into the role of being the
tice.
team's No. 1 starter, but
It addresses the that he has certainly
amount of respect - or earned the opportunity
lack thereof the to fill that role.
Knights feel has been
Good pitched just 14
given to them since they innings in his first two
moved from the Atlantic seasons as a Knight, but
Sun Conference into he was one of the team's
Conference USA in pleasant surprises last
2006.
year as he went 5-5 and
Granted, the Knights struck out 62 batters in
haven't finished above 88 innings - all team
.500 since the move, but highs.
the feeling around the ·
He spent most of last
team is that this season, season as the Knights'
which
Sunday starter. Now he
begins
needs to prepare himself
today,
for what could be a full ·
will be season as the staff's ace.
the one
"I think now that I've
in which experienced it and done
the
the grind from last year, I
Knights
think I know how to go
earn
into each weekend and
Good
that
learn from each inning,"
respect
Good said. "Last year
and finally make a name helped me a lot for this
for themselves in one of year."
the most difficult baseJunior
lefthander
ball confer~nces in the Mitch Herold will be on
nation
the mound for game two,
UCF's pitching rota- and pitching coach Craig
tion got punched around Cozart said he might be
a little bit last year, end- what Good was last year:
ing the season with the a pitcher who entered
league's third-highest the season under the
earned run average and radar, but contributed
second-highest amount plenty of solid outings.
of hits allowed.
Cozart said the probMany of the players lem with Herold in his
who contributed to those career has been consistotals are back for 2008, tency. He began last seabut the Knights don't
expect more of the same.
PLEASE SEE KNIGHTS ON AB
Staff Writer
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UCF guard Jennaifle Taylor finishes an alley-oop dun~ during the Knights') 10-75 victory over East Caroli~a on
Wednesday. Taylor scored 23 points on 9-of-13 shooting. As a team, the Kmghts made 61.2 percent of their shots.
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UCF DESTROYS E-C-·

•••

Hot shooting, solid ball handling leads to the
Knights' highest point total in 17 years
. PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

.) ' .

n a night where everything went
right for the UCF Men's Basketball
team offensively, even the backups
couldn't miss.
·
Though it took the Knights more than two
minutes to get their first points on the board,
once they grabbed the lead, they never looked
back and ~ to a ll0-75 win at home against
East Carolina on Wednesday.
UCF (14-ll overall, 7-4 in Conference USA)
maintained its tenuous hold on fourth place in CUSA as it won the second game ofwhat the team
has called its "seven-gmne season.''
'The last seven conference games of the season, we wanted to approach that as a seven-gmne
season We gotta win all these seven games ...;•
UCF guard Mike O'Donnell said
·
O'Donnell bounced back from his two-point
outing against Rice on Saturday with a 22-point
effort against the Pirates.

'll

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
(NEARLY) SWEET 16

GIVING 110 PERCENT

The Knights' 1~ 3-pointers
against East Carolina was 1
shy of a school record, which
was set in 2004.

UCF's 110 points against the
Pirates rank as the 4thhighest total in a (-USA
regular-season game.

UCF started the first half on fire, shooting 19of-32 including 8-of-16 on 3-pointers. Of its 32
shots, only six weren't layups or 3-pointers,
something UCF guard Jermaine Taylor attributed to how ECU decided to play defense.
'They were leaving us open on the wing, so
we did what we did," he said
And what the Knights did was go on a 16-6 run
PLEASE SEE

EFFICIENT ON A9

Softball bounces back from losses
with drubbing of Stetson Hatters
Sophomore infielder drives home three RBIs in shutout win
MELISSA HEYBOER
Editor-in-Chief

After losing four of its
past five games, in which
they were outs~ored 16-4, the
UCF Softball team entered
Wednesday's game against
instate rival Stetson in
Deland
with
a
little
something to prove.
The Knights did just that,
blanking the Hatters 6-0,
thanks in part to a four-run
first inning.
UCF led off the first
inning with consecutive singles from Tiffany Lane, Marquita Council and Breanne
Javier to load the bases.
With the bases full and no
outs, Hillary Barrow hit a
sacrifice fly to right-center
,.

I,

-I

6-0

U~F vs. Stetson
field to score Lane from
third. The next batter, Brittany Hipple, ripped a single
to left field to reload the
bases.
Then a single to right
field off the bat of Lindsey
Dean scored Council and
Javier and gave the Knights a
3-0 lead.
With just one out, Ashleigh Cole kept things going
with a single to second base;
scoring Hipple from third.

Cat Snapp kept the inning
alive by reaching on a fielder's choice, but the next two
Knights would give UCF its
second and third outs to end
the inning.
Both teams would keep
each other at bay for the next
five innings until the Knights
would tack on two more runs
in the top of the seventh
inning.
With one out, Council singled through the right side
and Javier followed with a
single of her own, putting
runners on first and third.
Barrow then ripped a double through the left side,
scoring Council and Javier to
give the Knights a commandPLEASE SEE

HURLER ON A
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UCF infielder Hillary Barrow knocked in 3 runs during the Knights' 6-0 victory over Stetson
on Wednesday. Barrow is hitting just .179, but her.7 Is are second-most on the team.
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Hurricanes beat
Duke at Miami
STEVEN WINE
Associated Press

Our season is not going on a
downward spiral."

CORAL GABLES
Looking to bounce back from
their first conference loss, the
Duke Blue Devils instead
stumbled again.
The Miami Hurricanes
beat fifth-ranked Duke for ¢.e
first time in 45 years Wednesday, scoring 15 consecutive
points to build a big lead early
in the second half and holding
on to win 96-95.
Ranked No. 2 just last
week, the Blue Devils (22-3
ove'rall, 10-2 Atlantic Coast
Conference) lost for the sec,ond time in four days.
"Our team there's
something missing this
week," Duke head coach
Mike Krzyzewski said 'We
are not the same team these
last two ballgames. It's almost
like someone has come in and
invaded their bodies."
Miami (18-7, 5-6) beat
Duke for the first time since
the first game in the series
Dec. 21, 1962. The Blue Devils
had won all 10 games since.
''I had a feeling;• said Jack
Mcclinton, who scored 22
points for the Hurricanes.
"Something inside of me felt
good -about our team. I just
felt something great was
going to happen"
· Miami made 6-of-8 free
throws in the final 41 seconds
to preserve the upset. Duke's
DeMarcus Nelson sank a layup with two seconds left to
make the score 94-92, but
Mcclinton sank two clinching free throws before Nelson
hit a meaningless 3-pointer at
the buzzer.
'We're going to turn this
thing back around," Nelson
said 'We've been too good all
year to have whatever it is
holding us back as a team.
We're definitely going to find
out what it is and address it.

Senior Dwayne Collins
scored a career-high 26 points
to help the Hurricanes win
their third ACC game in a
row. They beat a top-five
team for the first time since a
victory at No. 2· Connecticut
on Feb. 20, 1999.
"It's a special win;' Hurricanes head coach Frank Haith
said. "The atmosphere we
had out there was terrific. But
we can'.t stop. We're still trying to build a resume to make
the NCAA tournament.
There's no question this
helps."
Sophomore Jon Scheyer
scored a career-high.27 points
for the Blue Devils, who nearly rallied from a 20-point second-half deficit.
The Blue Devils had a season-high turnover total for
the second game in a row, losing the ball 23 times. They
struggled shooting from the
perimeter against Miami's
zone, and when Duke tried to
force the ball inside, the Hurricanes often tipped it away
and repeatedly showed.more
hustle chasing loose balls.
The Blue Devils also gave
up a season-high point total
for the second successive
game. They missed s.even
shots and committed four
turnovers during the drought,
which left them trailing 59-39.
Duke struggled from the
start against Miami's zone,
failing to score on eight consecutive possessions. Toe
Blue Devils committed eight
turnovers in the first eight
minutes, missed seven shots
in a row and fell behind 17-ll.
Duke twice tied the score
later in the half, but the Hurricanes scored on their last four
possessions, and Collins'
reverse layup in the final seconds put them up 41-36 at
halftime.

ALAN DIAZ/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Miami's Dwayne Collins dunks past Duke's Kyle Singler during the second half of the
Hurricanes' 96-95 upset win over the fifth-ranked Blue Devils on Wednesday.
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Knights' 2008 season begins tonight
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UCF junior Mitch Herold struggled through much of last season, finishing with the highest earned run average on the team. But coaches have said that Herold has been consistently
good in practice, locating his fastball well and making his slider his strikeout pitch. Herold is scheduled to start the Knights' game against Florida A&M on Saturday.
FROM
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son as the Knights' No. 2
starter, but he ended with the
highest ERA on the team,
allowing 31 earned runs in
26.2 innings. The most obvious showing of Herold's lack
of consistency came in May.
On May 8, he struck out a
career-high nine batters in six
innings pitched during a 14-3
win against Stetson. His next
appearance came on May 13
in a relief role, and he allowed
four runs in 1.1 innings.
But Cozart said that the
coaches have seen more consistency from Herold during
the offseason. He has been
able to locate his fastball continually, and he has made his
slider his strikeout pitch.
Junior Kyle Sweat was
UCF's Opening Day starter in
2007, but like Herold, he
st:n,tggled with his consistency, getting demoted to the
bullpen before maldng seven
starts to end the season.
He has the most game
experience of any UCF pitcher, with 137.2 career innings
pitched, and coaches are hoping that he can gain from all
that experience this year.
"He's seen success; he's
seen failure," Cozart said.
"He's seen some struggles ...,
but we know what he's capable of doing. He knows what
he has to do. He doesn't have
a lot of margin for error.n
Cozart said the key for
Sweat is to stay mechanically
strong so that he can keep his
fastball down in the strike
zone.
The list is long, but sophomore lefthander Mitch
Houck is expected to make
big push to be in the Knights'
weekend rotation. Houck
missed most of last season
c;iue to injury, but he gained a
medical redshirt.
Coaches said Houck was
able to heal without surgery,
had a solid offseason and now
may have· some of the best
stuff on the team, with his cut
fastball that breaks in toward
right-handed batters being
his out pitch.
Junior Justin Weiss, like
Good, came out of basic~y
nowhere to post solid numhers last season.
Weiss pitched just five
innings in his freshman season, but he gained the closer's
role in mid-February last season and never let it go.
He pitched 32.2 innings

and finished with a 138 ERA.
the second-lowest in UCF
history. But if you want to
know how Weiss was able to
do it, don't ask him.
"I don't know, to tell you
the truth; I didn't expect that
either," Weiss said. "I'm going
to try my best to do it again"
Weiss has been nursing a
slight tear in his left thigh,
which has hampered his submarine-style delivery, but he
should be available today, if
needed And ifhe does repeat
what he did last season, it
won't ·be because C-USA'.
teams are unaware of him.
"[Weiss'] challenge this
year is that he's not going to
catch anybody by surprise,"
Cozart said. "Nobody knew
who this Justin Weiss guy
was last year. Then next thing
you know, it's the ninth
inning, he's punched out
three guys and the game is
over.
"This year, they are going
to see his stats, they are going
to see his tremendous numbers, the conference is going.
to be aware of him. ... So he's
going to get out there and
prove that what he did last
year was the real deal. It's
going to be much more difficult."
Toe one area where the
Knights did lose some valuable pitching was in their
middle relie£
Brian Brooks and Derek
Abriola pitched for four seasons at UCF and were two
. pitchers who the team
depended upon often in
those years. Now Bergman
said that the candidates to fill
those voids have better arms
and better control, but the
decrease in experience could
. be costly.
Sophomores
Carmine
Giardina and Austin Hudson
may get some time in the
rotation this season, but they
currently look to be two of
the main players who will
bridge the gap between the
starters and Weiss-. Both
pitchers had the struggle~
that most freshmen have in
adjusting to the game, but the
· coaches said both have
matured and are fully healthy
· for this season.
Giardina gives the Knights
a power lefthander out of the
bullpen, which is something
they haven't had in a while.
Brooks was a lefthander, but
he had a lower opponents'
batting average against right-

handed hitters last season.
Hudson had a good fall
season in the Cape Cod
League and reportedly
learned to fine tune his
breaking ball so that he can
get more strikeouts. ·
Past them, a couple of
Division I transfers, senior
lefthander Brian Griggs from
Alabama and junior Caleb
Graham from Florida State,
have impressed Griggs won't
overpower hitters, but he can
throw four pitches for strikes.
Graham is a very versatile
pitcher who ·can probably fill
any role on the staff.
Sophomore .
Matt
Goodyear has made ·big
strides from last year, in
which he gave up three runs ·
in three total innings,
Bergman said. The coaches
have also liked what they
have seen from freshmen
Brennan Dobbins, Evan Stobbs and Cody Allen. Cozart
said that in Allen's fmal fall
start, his fastball didn't drop
below 93 mph until the fourth
inning, and he can throw an
85 mph slider.
Stobbs, with his ability to
hit and play first base, could
be the Knights' first two-way
player since Houck in 2006.
Sophomore Cory Weech,
junior Matt Manning and
senior Paul Cinder will also
see some action this season
That's 16 pitchers on the
staff, all of whom the UCF
coaches believe they can give
the team quality, innings.
Cozart said ·t hat this staff not
only has tremendous depth,
but camaraderie and competitiveness as well.
"When you have .t hat,"
Cozart said, ''that makes people go out and perform at a
higher level because they
know 'Hey, if I don't go out
there and take care of my job,
then the next guy will slip
right in and take it.' "
The Knights need that
muc~ depth for a couple of
reasons.
This time last year, the
Knights had already played
eight games. But with the Feb.
22 mandatory start date
nationwide, the same amount
of games has been compactedinto a shorter season. This
means mpre mid-week
games and pitchers used
more often.
Secondly, the rigors of
playing in Conference USA
will always demand the best.
out of a pitching staff. Rice is

a perennial national championship contender, but with
East Carolina, Tulane, Memphis, Southern Miss and others, the Knights' pitching staff
· will be. challenged in every
conference game.
"Our guys know what to
expect," Bergman said "It is a
very challenging league,
'there's no question about
that. It's maturity and understanding and how you have to
do the little thi.r,tgs to win
games that are going to be the
big factors.''
Toe Knights have 38 home
games this season, their most
since 1991. Bergman said that
was by design because his
team needs to get off good
start and that the players
need to learn how it feels to
win again.
_
"We may not win every
game - but why not?" he
said
·
The Knights don't play a
game outside of Florida
until their conference-opening series at Southen,i Miss
from March 21-23. That's
when the Knights will see if
they really can punch back
and earn the respect they
desire.
Expectations are high for
this ~earn because nearly all
of it has seen what Conference USA has to offer. It has
made all the road trips and
played against all the teams.
And while the overall
records have been disappointing, this was part of
UCF's plan when they
·moved into C-USA: bring in
these young players, get
them acclimated to the ·
tougher league, and when
they are juniors and seniors,
they will be ready to make
their presence laiown.
"There's a tremendous
amount of belief, and I think
the feeling is, 'This is our
turn,' "Cozart said. "Now,
does that mean we are just
going to roll out here and ·
run through the conference?
Of eourse not.... But do we
feel that we can challenge
for the conference championship? No doubt about it.''
It all begins today when
the Knights open a threegame series against the
Florida A&M Rattlers at Jay ,
Bergman Field. Today's
game begins at 6:30 p.m.
First pitch for Saturday and
Sunday is scheduled for 1
p.m.
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Frisell, McNicol shine as
women's tennis wins 6-1
Apparently, 6-1 is the score de jour for
the UCF Women's Tennis team.
After losing 6-1 to Miami on Saturday
and 6-1 to Florida International on Sunday, the Knights bounced back with a 6-1
win of their own, this time over North
Florida on Wednesday.
The Lady Ospreys got their only point
of the match when UCF's Elvira Serrot
narrowly lost 6-3, 6-7, 1-0 (12-10) to Natalia
Sanchez in the No. 1 spot.
Jenny Frisell and Kyla McNicol were
the main Osprey hunters for the Knights.
Frisell beat Vanessa Sanchez in
straight sets in the No. 2 spot, while
McNicol defeated Ina Durcakova in
straight sets in the No. 3 spot. They were
the only straight-set victories for UCF in
singles action.
Frisell and McNicol also teamed up in
doubles in the No. 1 spot to beat Sanchez
and Carolina Melo 8-5.
The Knights moved to 3-4 on the year
and North Florida fell to 2-4.
Next up for UCF is the Jacksonville
Dolphins - its eighth straight instate
.opponent - in Jacksonville tomorrow at
noon, before coming back to the UCF
Tennis Complex for a three-match home
stand starting Wednesday.

UCF GOLDEN KNIGHTS

Achievement:
Beat North Florida's
Vanessa Sanchez in
singles after teaming
up with Kyla McNicol
'------'-------' for a doubles victory.

Sport:

Golf

Achievement:
Finished the John
Hayt Collegiate
Invitational tied for
9th place with a
score of 2 over pa~.

Men's golf
In a tournament that featured 10 ofthe
top 30 teams in the cot1I1-try, the UCF
Men's Golf team finished tied for 13th out ofl5 teams - at the John Hayt Colle- .
giate Invitational on Tuesday.
The Knights shot the fifth-best final
round in the tournament but finished
with a 37-over-par 901.
Alabama won the team title with a 9over-par 873.
UCF's David Johnson had the best
showing for the Knights, shooting a final
round I-under-par 71 to end up 2 over par
for the tourney. Johnson finished tied for
ninth with South Carolina's Mark Ander-

son and Charlotte's Trevor Murphy.
Nuno Henriques and Preston Brown
were the only other Knights to finish in
the top 50.
Henriques ended up tied for 25th. with
a 7-over-par 223 and Brown ended with
10-over-par 226 to tie for 38th.
UCF's next event is the UCF Rio Pinar
Invitational, which begins Monday in
Orlando.
- COMPILED BY PADRICK BREWER

Hurler throws 7 strong innings
I
FROM

Efficient guards lead the way
with 19 assists and 1turnover
FROM

A7

NEXT GAME: TOMORROW, 2 P.M.

from 9:01 to 4:40 in the first
half on 6-of-8 shooting wherein six of their shots were 3pointers.
Taylor accented UCF's hot
first half when he came down
the right side of the court, signaling for the ball near the
right baseline. Taylor Young,
C-USA: 7-4
dribbling near the 3-point line,
Overall: 14~11
threw it up toward the basket
Rank: 4th in C-USA
for Taylor, who slammed it
home and brought the crowd
of 4,323 to its feet.
UCF went into halftime
with a 15-point lead, but after ball around before gammg
what happened the last time possession. On the at{:empted
the Knights and Pirates played outlet pass, Chip Cartwright
- when the Knights let a 13- tipped the ball, which sent it
point halftime lead slip away, toward the sideline. Pope then
but hung on for a 5-point vic- did his best impression of a
tory - UCF head coach Kirk sideline drill in football.
Speraw said that his team
He grabbed the ball as he
knew they had to continue to was falling out of bounds and
play tough in order to secure rifled a pass to Andre Thornthe win.
ton under the basket.
''It was something we had
Thornton did a head fake
stressed to our guys, if we before swinging a pass to a
were able to get a lead to try to wide open Noel. who nailed a
extend that and not allow 3-pointer to put the Knights
them to come back in the ball up96-69.
game,'' Speraw said 'We did a
UCF shot 62.9 percent in
good job of that on the offen- the second half and was 7-of-13
sive end."
on its 3-pointers, although the
As good as the Knights Knights did allow the Pirates
were in the first half, they to shoot more than 50 percent
were better in the second, in the same period
even though some of tlie stars
''I thought we were spurty
saw few minutes.
·on defense," Speraw said "I
Taylor scored 11 of his 23 thought we had moments
points in second half despite where we were good defenplaying just nine minutes. sively and other moments
O'Donnell played for seven where we allowed them to
minutes and Dave Noel was score on too many consecutive
the only starter who played for possessions, so that's somemore than 10 minutes in the thing we gotta get better at."
secondhal£
Guards Noel, Cartwright,
But even without most of O'Donnell and Young comthe starters, the UCF offense bined for 19 ofUCF's 25 assists
was in good hands.
and committed just one
Literally.
turnover. Speraw said was
With about five minutes proud of how his guards proleft in the game, Cordell Pope tected the ball and called
had the ball near the right Noel's line - 14 points, seven
wing when he lost control
assists and no turnovers Several Pirates kicked the was remarkable.

vs.

Women's tennis

•
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ing 6-0 lead.
Six runs were all the
Knights needed as Cole
pitched· seven shutout
innings, holding the Hatters to just two hits.
The win was Cole's
first of the season,
improving her record to 1-

3.
The Knights totaled
nine hits. Council and
Javier recorded two hits
each for the Knights,
(

while five other UCF batters had one hit each.
Barrow led UCF with
three RBIs.
.
With the win, the
Knights improved their
record to 7-6 on the season.
UCF's road "trip was cut
short when its game
against
the
BethuneCookman Lady Wilqcats
on Thursday was canceled
due to rain. The game will
be reschedule d for April
30 at 1 p.m.

The Knights will host
the UCF Tournament this ·
weekend.
The Knights are set to
play Auburn in their first
game Friday at 4 p.m., followed by Birmingham- ·
Southern at 8 p.m.
On
Saturday,
the
Knights will face George
Mason at 1:30 p.m., and
No. 12 ·Michigan at 6 p.m.
UCF will conclude the
tournament Sunday with a
matchup against Drake
University at ll a.m.

C-USA: 6-6
Overall: 14-11
Rank: 8th in C-USA

After a Rice game in which
several UCF players got into
foul trouble early, no Knight
picked up his second foul until
11:39 left in the first half, and
none of them had more than
three fouls for the game.
The Pirates (8-16 overall, 29 in C-USA) lived up to their
reputation ofhaving the worst
3-point defense in the conference, but their 3-point offense
did couldn't get started
ECU was 6-of-20 from
behind the arc for the game
and made only three 3-pointers in each hal£
And while he was on the
bench during the final minutes of the game, Taylor said
that it was no less exciting.
"It's always fun to just sit
back and just watch [the backups] play and see how good
they're gonn,a do," he said
And who did he think was
most impressive?
"Taylor was dropping
dimes everywhere tonight."
Next up for the Knights is
Marshall tomorrow in Huntington, W. Va. at 2 p.m. The
Thundering Herd are 12-3 at
home after losing 79-76 to
urEP on Wednesday.
But after his team's performance against ECU, Taylor
said the Knights can play with
most anyone in the country.
'When we play like that,
it's hard to stop us:' he said.
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.To,i/lghtfull of suspense, desire
BILLIE HARTL
StaffWriter

:·. :; Regal Waterford Lakes
.,.. S41 N. Alafaya Trail, 407-207-9110
Be Kind Rl'Wind
(PG-13) 12:45p. 3:3~, 7-1.5, 9:55, 12:25a

Charlie Bartlett
(R) 12:15p, 2:45, 5:05, 7:35, 10:10, 12:35a

Vantage Point

.

(PG-13) 12:00p, 12:30, 210, 2:55, 4:30, 5:10, 7:30,
8:05, 9:45, 1015, 11:55, 12:45a

Wrtless Protection
(PG-13) 12:SOp, 3:20, 7:45, 10:30, 12:SOa

George A. Romero's Diary ofthe Dead
(Rj 12:20p, 2:50, 5:05, 8:10, 10:40

Definitely, Maybe
(PG-13) 12:SOp, 3:30, 8:00, 10:40

Jumper
(PG-13) 12:00p,12:40, 215, 3:45, 4:40, 7:10, 7:50,
9:30, 10:15, 11:45, 12:40a

I've never been a fan of
vampires. I didn't watch
Buffy the Vampire Slayer
and the very thought of
Dracula sends chills down
my spine.
However, when I started
writing this column, I promised myself I would be open
to reading books _I typically
wouldn't be interested in. A
friend recommended Twilight by Stephenie Meyer,
and although I was skeptical
at first since the book is classified as teen lit, I was
delighted with the outcome
of this quirky love story.
The book starts out as the

typical "new kid in town"
tale. Bella Swan moves to
Forks, Wash., the place ofher
birth, to live with her police
chief father.
During the first day at her
new school, she sees a group
of outsiders in the cafeteria,
· who she is told are the
adopted children of a local
doctor. One of the boys,
Edward Cullen, is alarmingly
handsome, and Bella finds
herself immediately attracted to him even though he
acts oddly. around her.
Gradually, readers come
to realize that this is a story
of star-crossed lovers, not
unlike the couple made
famous
by
William
Shakespeare. Edward, after

The Spiderwid< Chronicles
(PG) 12:lOp,1:15, 2:35, 3:55,4:55, 6:55,710, 9:50,
12:0Sa

all, is a vampire, and his intense
lust for Bella could lead him to
take her life. Through a series of
adventures, Bella is faced with a
life-changing decision: Should
she have Edward make her a
vampire and live forever with
him, or should she remain
human?
There are a few flaws in the
story. Bella as a character..is at
times extremely whiney and
self-centered, and her love for
Edward seems to be based solely on his loo~. The relationship

~ - ~.
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(PG-13) 12:15p, 2:55, 410, 7:15, 7:50, 9:50, 10:35,
1210a

Welcome Home Roscoe Jenkins
(PG-13) 315p, 7:00, 9:40, 12:30a
Open Captioned & Descriptive Audio Showtimes:
12:35p

lheEye
(PG-13) 12:35p, 3:25, 6:45, 915, 12:45am

Hannah Montana & Miley Cyrus: Best of Both
Worlds Concert in Disney Digital 3D
(unrated) 1:10p, 3:10, 5:20

PATRICIA WEIGEL
Staff Writer

Untraceable
(PG-13) 9:25p

U23D
(G) 7:55p, 10:00, 12:05a

27Dresses
(PG-13) 1:05p, 4:15, 6:50, 9-10, 11:50

Ooverfield
{PG-13) 110p •

Juno
(PG-13) 12:25p, 2:40, 5:00, 7:30, 10:05

No Countryfur Old Men
(R) 1:10p, 6:45
- Listings for Friday, Feb. 22

CJTHETUBE
8 p.m. NBC 7vs. 100

Season Finale! Season 2 doses with a
Chicago woman returning to face the mob,
which includes regulars Sommore and Ross
"The Intern" Mathews.

SATURDAY FEB. 23 ·

.

9 p.m. MyTV Pamdise Hotel 2 ·

The first new guest checks in and is greeted
with a wild welcoming party. Before long,
a new love interest develops. I'm pretty
sure the original Paradise Hotel was on
about eight years ago. Evidently, it was
such a hit they h"ad to bring it back.
8:30 p.m. ABC The 80th Annual Academy
Awards
.

Jon Stewart makes his second hosting
appearance at the 80th annual ceremonies,
which will be telecasted from the Kodak
Theatre in Hollywood. Thanks to the Oscars,
the writer's strike is over, woo hoo!
9:30 p.m. E! The Soup
This Talk Soup variation broadens the satire

There are a few things OK, maybe many - that
make me downright giddy.
One of them is pulling out
my favorite warm-weather
clothes and feeling the hot
air on ip.y skin again.
Even though it's February, it feels to me like spring
is in the air. Not because the
weather forecast says so, but
because I am tired of wearing pants and longsleeved
shirts.
It is times like these
when I realize how I have it
"made in the shade" as a
Floridian, no pun intended.
We can wear a sweater and
boots one day, and the next
day it will be 80 degrees
and we can pull out the sunglasses and lie out by the
pool. The versatility in
what Floridians.can wear is
amazing and so great for
people, like me, who hate
getting stuck wearing the
same old thing.
So this week, I decided I
was going to retire my
boots for the season and
start to bring out some of
my favorite spring pieces. I
sported a bright-coral, cotton, criss-cross strapped
dress Tuesday. Granted, it
. was a little chilly but I could
not resist my urge to brighten things up. Sacrificing my
arms to a few Gases of the
goosebumps was a small
price to . pay. I did realize
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By: Stephenie Meyer
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between Edward and Bella is a
little underdeveloped and
immature. Nevertheless, this
novel shines for the most part.
I think the real triumph in
this book is that, although it is
written for adolescents, it is still
an enjoyable read for an older
crowd.
There are two ·s equels out
and another one in the works,
so definitely check them out if
you are interested in the continuation of the Twilight series. I
kn.owl am.

11114 E. Colonlal Drive
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that I might ,look a little out
of place, so I threw a white
cropped jacket on, too. It
was just what I needed to
get · through my end-ofwinter blues.
.
It seems other UCF students are starting to feel the
same fashion cabin fever.
Rebecca Vandegrift is
one of them, and she had a
prediction for one spring
2008 must-have.
"I think it is going to be
about the miniskirts," Vandegrift said.
The 18-year-old freshman
was wearing a light denim
skirt with a black shirt.
"I think it is really going
to be about the natural
look," Vandegrift said. "I
watch Tyra [Banks], and
she told me."
Jennifer Mesorana, a
freshman
pre-clinical
major, also had some ideas
about what she predicts for
spring fashion.
"Big tote bags in light
colors and big sunglasses,"
Mesorana said.
She also said that she·
thinks pastel tanks will be a
wardrobe must.
Both women seemed
genuinely excited about
what is coming up in the
fashion front this spring. ,
Who can blame them?
·
If there is anything better than the warm air and
· sunny days of spring, it is
choosing that perfect outfit
that says, "Hey, look at me!"
- in a not-so-obvious way.
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Chicken Caesar

SS.75

Chicken Crave
Chicken Breast
Turkey
Club
Philly Steak
Roast Beef

$5.75
$5.50
$5.SO ,

Black Forest Ham
Assorted

$5.50

we Deliver to
the UCF Areal

$5.75
SS.75
SSSO
$5.SO

(Ham with Roast ~ or Turkey)

Souvlaki

S5.75

Chicken Caesar

Gyro
Tuna

$~.so

$5.75

Jutlennne
Greek

B.L.T.

$5.25

Caesar

Buy a smoothie
at regular price,

Buy a wrap or sandwich
at regular price,
and get one of
equal or lesser value

and get one of
equal or lesser value
Olfn ......
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Regular or Large
Fresh Escape

to include pop culture and news stories. If
you watch this show you don't have to
bother watching.all the other terrible
reality shows to make fun of them with
your friends.

Ice Cream Combination

10 p.m. CBS Jericho

When Jake discovers that the government
official who is supposed to protect them is
actually withholding a vaccine for the
Hudson River virus, he and the Rangers
take their survival into their own hands.
This show has been a little like a soap opera
since it came back. Hope it gets better
before it's gone forever.

WEDNESDAY FEB. 27 l

Of~o-~o,011,;,r55IfL'1

. ,·

10:30 p.m. Comedy Central Reno 911!

& DETAILING CENTERS
12180 E. Colonial Hwy

To stop a string of robberies at a local
burger joint, deputies go to work as fast
food employees, where they meet a boss
even tougher than Lt. Dangle. This show is
still pretty funny, and new episodes air
every week at this time.

·THURSDAYFEB.28

(1/2 Mile East of Alafaya Trail on South Side of Colonial)

Come see why Bill's CarWash was voted Top5 in the Southeast
3 times by the Southeastern Car Wash Association!
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Sayid and Desmond hit .i bit of turbulence
on the way to the freighter, which causes
Desmond to experience some unexpected
side effects. Is it possible that Sayid will
crash into the ocean?

I

r~~

I
I·

- COMPILED BY WOODY WOMMACK

~1:.~o~~;ing ,Ind

101 11 bo,mns.

Artist/ rtt1e I Label
1. Jack Johnson / Sleep
Through The Static I Brushfire

2. AmyWinehouse/ BackTo
Black/ Island
·
.3. Alicia Keys/ As I Am I BMG
4. Various Artists/ Grammy
Nominees 2008 I Hip-0
5. Herbie Hancock/ River:
The Joni Letters I Universal

Jennifer Mesorana, left, said she
thinks a big spring trend will be
pastel tanks, while Rebecca
Vandegrift, right, said miniskirts
will be all the rage for spring.
PHOTOS BY PATRICIA WEIGEL /
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Comprehensive lnvisalign· Treatment
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Dr. David R. Lach, DDS, MS, PA Call Today For A FREE
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Specialist in fuvisible Orthodontics

Consultation

www.Lach-Ortho.com

407--359--1960
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Sorry~ Charlie; Be Kind Rewind, In Bruges come out on top
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

Be Kind Hewind
DIRECTOR: Michel Gondry
STARS: Jack Black, Mos Def,
Melonie Diaz, Danny Glover,
Mia Farrow

****·

Bringing together the distinctive and endearing elements of
writer-director Michel Gondry's
work to date:_ the willfully subjective history of Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, the
vivid imagination of The Science
of Sleep, the communal good
nature of Dave Chappelle's Block
Party - the French fi.l,mmaker
tells this relentlessly creative
and somewhat touching tale of

two friends, Jerry and Mike
A fusion of Ferris Bueller
(Jack Black and Mos Def), and countless other rebelwho find themselves remak- lious high-school heroes, the
ing popu1ir films after the for- wry dweeb that is Charlie
mer's paranoid schemes result Bartlett (Anton Yelchin)
in erasing every last videotape ffods himself kicked out of
in the store Mike works at.
yet another private school
The resulting remakes have and inadvertently becoming
an undeniable rough-hewn the bathroom-stall psychiaappeal. Black and Def share an trist of his new public school
oddly winning chemistry, and peers.
·
the sentimental come-together
An overall predictable
climax for once feels genuinely high-school comedy tailorearned. If nothing else, it's the made for a generation premost singularly unique feature scribing their problems away,
in wide release at the moment, it's still hard to deny the genso here's to the unconvention- erally amiable charm of Charal.
'
lie Bartlett and its performOpens in theaters every- ances, particularly that of
where today.
· Robert Downey Jr. as the sardonic principal keeping tabs
· on the new kid, who is himC/Jorlie Bortlett
self keeping taps ·.· on
DIRECTOR: Jon Poll
Downey's daughter (Kat
STARS: Anton Velchil'I, Robert Dennings of The 40-Year-Old

Downey Jr., Kat Dennings,
Hope Davis

***·.

Vir.gin).

.

~

Opens in theaters everywhere today.

lnBruges
DIRECTOR: Martin McDonagh
STARS: Colin Farrell, Brendan
Gleeson, Ralph Fiennes,
Clemence Poesy

****·

Academy Award-winning
playwright Martin McDonagh makes his feature directorial debut with In Bruges,
ostensibly a lark about two
hitmen in hiding ( Colin Farrell and Brendan Gleeson,
both excellent) in the titular
Belgian town,
awaiting
instructions from their hotheaded boss (Ralph Fiennes,
menacing even off screen) in
the wake of a botched job.
This isn't to imply that the
film isn't funny; it is, sometimes very much so and often
in unexpected ways, but the
story and Farrell's perform-

ance in particular end up carrying a surprising amount of
heft in their respective ways.
It's the kind of witty crime
thriller that makes you
remember a time when it .
wasn't so easy to dismiss similar fare as "post-Tarantino."
As for me, I don't necessarily see "post-McDonagh"
catching on as a label, but
now's no time to sell this
man, or this movie, short.
Opens at the Regal Winter
Park Village 20 today.

•

..

ONLINE COVERAGE
QUICK FLIX by William Goss

For more reviews of
upcoming movies
please go to

.

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com
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Crow's latest effort her _most personal yet

and Race Book

AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

LOOKING FOR ACTION?
LIVE JAi-ALAi

NOW THROUGH MARCH!
MATINEES-THURS, SAT & SUN
EVENINGS-THURS, FRI & SAT

*

College Students Always Free
(With Valid I.D.)

}

This Ad Good
J For 1 Free Program

/4

j

I (Any Performance)
HWY 17•92 & 436 Call (407) 339•6221

Staff Writer

Sheryl Crow's catalog of
music includes chart toppers,
great breakup songs and
catchy folk-rock ballads.
With the debut of Detours,
Crow adds her most personal
creation to her long string of
successes. The songstress
combines her environmentally
conscious writing with a variety of personal triumphs and
hand delivers them all on her
new album.
Detours has become a display of political activism in
one of its most beautiful and
pov,verful forms - music.
Even taking the status quo
into account, Crow's outlook ·
on the problems of the world
appears optimistic. Instead of
bashing those at fault for societal troubles, Crow advocates

Sheryl Crow
Album: Detours

***·.
Label:A&M
Available Now

positive change. The added
bonus is that her catchy
melodies and signature
vocals make for an intimate
auditory experience that is
universally relatable. "Make
It Go Away (Radiation Song)"
is backed by Crow's influen-

tial story of beating cancer.
The repetitive nature of the
song shares her lament of the
unforgiving illness that consumed both her life and songwriting.
The entire album sounds
like a transitional phase for
Crow, who brings her classic
style to the table but adds a
contemporary twist. "God
Bless This Mess" is one of the
highlights,on the album with
the opinionated nature of the
lyrics and the rawness of the
recording.
Detours is a haven for the
serious messages found in
songs like "Out of Our
Heads." The song manages to
become both a social commentary and the feel-good
track on the album. On the
flip side, "Lullaby for Wyatt"
features a mellow string composition
supported
by

acoustic guitar and soft piano:
The song emphasizes the
personal side of Crow's
music, · as the new mother
wrote the song about her
adopted son. Equally personal is "Diamond Ring," which
hints at possible reasoning
for Crow's separation from
ex-boyfriend Lance Armstrong.
There are two tour dates
scheduled for Sheryl Crow in
Florida. Crow is coming to
Jacksonville on April 27 for a
show at the Times Union
Center for the Performing
Arts. She will also make her
way to Clearwater for a show
on April 29 at Ruth Eckerd
Hall. Both shows start at 8
p.m. Tickets range from $46
fo $96.
.
Send questions, comments
and albwnsuggestions toAman-

C'

"}

daKShapiro@gmaiI.com
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Erica Durance• Kristy Swanson • Mark Sheppard
John Romita, Jr.• Darwyn Cooke •.Joe Linsner
Wm. Morgan Sheppard• Peter Mayhew• Dylan Neal
Adam Kubert• David Finch • Brandon Peterson
Kyle Schmid· Gil Gerard• Erin Gray· June Lockhart
Phil Noto• Steve McNiven • Jimmy Cheung• Mark Waid
Noel Neill • Jennifer Rhodes• Matthew Atherton
Tone Rodriguez• Greg Horn • Stan Sakai •Arthur Suydam
Ethan Van Seiver• Paul Pelletier• Dick Giordano• Laura Martin ·Caitlin Glass• Cynthia Martinez • Jarrett Crippen
Nell Wilson• Jon Provost• Tanya Huff• Leah Cairns
~manda Conner• Jimmy Palmiotti • Michael Golden
• Barbara Kesel • Mark Texiera• Daniel Way• Mike Perkins Arne Starr• Steve Bade• Jack O'Halloran • George Lowe
Chuck Dixon • Gary Friedric • Herb Trimpe• Rudy Nebres Marc Singer; Vic Mignogna • Mark Goddard • Neil Kaplan
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds .
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

IThe Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968 I
SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fill!:, in person:

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue

5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
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FOR RENT:

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Flyer distribution people and pressure
washer needed. Must have
transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901

MANAGER, STAFF and
CHARACTERS - for Easter photo set
for local malls. 407-856-7789
Ofhce Asst./Sales. Must nave friendly
and prof. demeanor! PT/FT avail. Pay
determined by qualifications. Apply
online at www.sharksandminnows.com
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, age:; 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Direct Marketing: make $60-100/day
in commissions. Flex sched! Work
any day(S) Mon-Fri. Trans. prov! No
exp nee., will train! Must have good
attitude,& be enthusiastic &
dependable! Call NOW 407-860-4869
Tutor Needed in my Oviedo Home
Mon-Fri (3:00-6:00); Wednesday (2:30
- 6:00). $10/hour. Educ. major pref.
(321 )-578-2625

We're RedChip Companies, Inc.,
research and public-relations company.
We're the fastest growing company in
the industry. The benefits of working at
RedChip include competitive salaries
and bonuses, 401 K, and health/dental.
minimum requirements:
• College degree, Internet and
computer savvy
• Knowledge of stock market industry
• Practices assertive closing & ·
qualifying techniques
• Telephone sales experience a plus
First year income potential >50K, six
figures possible after 12 months.
Please email resume with references
to michelle@redchip.com
is NOW HIRINGI All restaurant
positions; front and back of house plus
retail·department! (407) 224-7223
APXAlarm
Hiring Sales Rep
$14.00 per hour
pall Jordan 407-492-7843

..
Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

.

AUDITIONS
Actors needed. Online Video Ads.
Women, Men, English or Spanish.
Audition reading sample script from
teleprompter. Selected earn
$75 - $1 00 hr. Call for next
Audition location, times, and
directions. By Appointment Only.
can (407) 246-4506.
Digital Video Studios, Inc.

Phone Pro
$100-$300 a day. Cash paid daily.
Pager 407-941 -5241
PIT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www."dogdayafternoon.net*.. email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net
Progressive ophthalmic practice
. seeking PIT, FIT
· professional for direct
pt. care. Flex
hrs. Must have· exc.
·commun, organiz, & computerskills. Bilingual skills/ optical or pt care
experience is a plus. Training
available.

Dillanls -

12-We~k Summer
Internship Program

l11e Style of Yo ur Li fe

Dillard's is loo.king for career minded, energetic, fashion
consdous Juniors and Seniors. Our Summer Internship Program
gives you full exposure to all phases of the retail environment
with one of the nation's largest fq5hion apparel retailers.

For consideration, please fprward resume by mail tq
Dillard's 300 Towne Center Circle Sanford, Fl. 32771
Or fax toA07-302-'3603.
•

Located near Fashion Sq. Mall.
Email
resume to kperry2000@prodigy.net or
fax @ 407.876.423

j

Summer Jobs
-$2100
-Co-Ed Camp
-Seven Weeks
-Room and Board Included
!3et Paid to Play! ·
The Florida Elks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs male and female Summer camp
Counselors ages 18 and up. FEYC is
an overnight camp located off of
Highway 450 in Umatilla, FL. The
camp runs June 9th-July 26th. Please
contact Krys Ragland at 800-523-1673
ext 251 or 352-455-4267

125
to join a team of profe'ssionals that's firm y committed to
providing healthcare excellence i~ our community? ~111,ider
St. Cloud Regi~nat Medical Center.

Wanr

Needed ASAP: PIT to speak, read and
write Japanese lluen'tly to manage an
Ebay account. Work from home, pay
neg. Call Angela 407-731-5507

Office Assistant
www.StCloudRegioo.aJ.com

Need Immediately for fast paced
office. Must have basic computer
skills, phone skills, and be
meticulous with details. Part time
position Mon-Fri from 1 pm5pm. Please fax or e-mail resume
to 407-265-7223, or
alertorl@bellsouth.net

Call: (407) 498-3736
or e-mail ro: HR@scrmc.luua:org

Mon•Fri, 8:00-17:00
.• College degree
"
Practical sotutions for real-world challenges
• Quic:kBooks and ExceJ
• Background in bookkeeping - a plus
$30k-$35K + benefits ·
PLEASE EMAIL RESUME TO M~YA@AMERICANSPS.COM

Weekend Groundscleaner - $12/hr
Hunter's Ridge Apartments
Sat & ·sun, 7:30am - 9:30am
Ca!I 407-677-7070

$}8.

$8

$}2

ss
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© Puzzles by Pappocom

4
1

3

5

6 5
7

5

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box·contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

Room for rent, or 3 bedroom
Townhome. Wireless Int, cable,
W/D. Utllltles Included. Near UCF.
Monday puzzle: ·
904-864-7784 or 904-359-1179
Easy/eve/
How would you like to enjoy the new
f
semester in a new home? 4BR/2BA
Wednesday puzzle:
(1850 sqt Ft)-AII appliances and
Medium level
lawn care are included. Great
location" 5 ,nln drive to UCF,
Friday puzzle:
Waterford Lakes MaU. Carpet, tile
Hard level
and fans
throughout. Rent $1600.
Please catl Rod 321-263-5689
Solution,.tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
Starting at $650/mo- Twnhmes 1 mi to
UCF All appl. incl W/D, lots of
upgrades, avail now. Call Jim Payne at .. _
Coldwell Banker 407-592-3801
ACROSS
1 Maxwell or
Lanchester
5 Exploits
9 Leather band
Beautiful Condo for Rent in Oviedo:
14 Like a drum
head
2bd/2ba, all appl incl plus W/D, less
15 Church part
than one mile from. UCF. $950/mo. Call
16 Clan
407-310-8452
17 Provo's place
18 Tilled soil
19 Like some
Condo For Rent 2/2 water,
cereals
cable, elec. incl. $1100/mo. Pool,
20
Dedicate
fitness, tennis. Off 408 at Conway.
22 Convicted
Call Linda Ballou 321-662-6611
criminals•
Prop. Mgr. Alpha Realty & Assoc.
desires
24 Foes
26 Actual
Female roommate needed
27 Allover
In Pegasus Landing, Phase 3. 229 ·Go-betweens
bedroom on first floor. Available
33 Circle part
36 Spooky
now through Aug 1, 2008. Large
38 Wipe out
10x13 ft bedroom with private
39 Entrance
bathroom. I'll pay the $426
41 French writer
application fee and rent through
43 Cinch
the end of Marchi Call 321-50144 Ed who played
C> 2008 Tribune Medi.a Servlce'1-. ,~.
2/22/08
Lou Grant
9782.
All rtg'h.1$ JeMNed46 Flat-top hills
48 Impressive skill
Nice Condo for Rent. 3Bed/2Ba. PatlO,
6 _Paulo
49 In tatters
w/d included, new kitchen and wood
51 Monica of tennis
7 Of all.time
flooring. Off Goldenrod & Universily.
8 Passover feast
53 Shoshones
Marvin@ (321) 299-3516
55 Ocean motion
9 Computer
with the wind
capacity
Waterford Lakes:
1
O
Movie promos
59
Type
of
phone
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
63 Inflationary
11 Actress Moreno
3 , ·4 & 5 bdrm $1 ,215 & up. Yard incl.
12 First victim
shape
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
13 Writing
64 Indian, for one
implements
65 Smile
Small apt. All Util, Cable, High Speed
expansively
21 Fork part
Internet incl. private entrance, clean,
23 Afternoon affair
67 Unconscious
quiet, good for one person. chuluota.
25 Medicinal fluid
state
4073654281 leave a message.
28 Ten-cent pieces
68 Seethi~
69 Zhivagos
30 Wendy's dog
cell 4073415400.
beloved
3-1 Romanov title
70 Wuidsor, e.g.
32 Calendar abbr..
Two renters (Male or
71 Heated in the
33 Hebrew month
Female) needed to take over
microwave
34 Santa , CA
72 Utopia
35 Viet
leases at Pegasus Landing
73 "Auld Lang _ "
37 Stand for
beginning Aug 22, 2008. 2-, 3- and
Grandma Moses 50 Dolores _ Rio
58 Make merry
4-bed units available. Large 10x13
DOWN
40 Adjust to
52 Adheres
59 Nickel or dime
ft bedroom with private bathl I'll
1 Musical study
specifications
54 Weasellike
60 Hose hue
pay the $426 application fee for
2 Make tardy
42 Vendor
mammal
61 Plumber'S
3 Debonair
each lease. Call 321-501-9782.
45 Fixed, as a
pursuit
56 Intriguing
4 Receiving callers
piano
62 Enjoy a novel
incongruity
5 Ignored
47 Ooze
57 Friend of Pythias 66 Will be,now

9 2

8
9

6

2
9 4

3
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CROSSWORD

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds
3/2.5 Pool Home minutes from UCF
Full access, w/d, cable, internet
$600/mo. incl. util. 1st month+ sec.
F preferred. 407-657-4919.

1 min. to UCF. Fall out of bed to
class. Furn. House w/ 3 rooms to
rent, all utll. & Internet Incl. $500/mo.
Call Rhonda, UCF grad
239-633-4853.
Room for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
4 bedroom house, 3 yr old neigh.
Lg. -room, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wire)ess Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all util.
incl. 407-718-2445

FIRST MONTH FREE with one-year
lease! Seeking two n/s roommates •
(m/f) in a gated community close to the
UCF campus. Spacious 3/2.5
townhome in Avalon Lakes.
$550/month everything included. Call
Mike@ (954) 234-3953
ROOM and BATH!
Share Kit. LR W/D in 2/2 Condo
Gym, Pool, UCF Student
$500/mo TopC9@hotmail.com
(561)-797-7171

Furnished Room for Rent CLEAN, QUIET, Utllltles Included
on Bus Line, phone Included,
from $110/wk. 407-677-8920

ROOM FOR RENT!
in a beautiful 3-bedroom, 2-bath home.
All appliances, u·tilities, cable, internet
included. Available Immediately! 5 min
to UCFI $550/mo (954)-649-4933

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to Join.
CUck on Surveys.

~

512

6

8

Room for Rent

Rate B

58

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

2

with own bathroom In 2/2 House
near UCF, near University & Pean,
$475/mo, split utllltles, month to
month lease, $475 deposit.
Call 786-303-1909.

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

B
A
B

~Homes

Nascar Sports Grille-CityWalk

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. ·1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803
2 rooms avail. 5 min fron UCF in 4
bdrm house. Excellent neighborhood,
move in ASAP. $450/mo all util incl. F
Pref.
Call Linda 347-403-4006
Room for rent with private bath
407-482-9990

One room avallable for rent In
Northgate Lakes. Very close to
campus. Available ASAP.
Call Dorian @ 561-271-5953
FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE
· 1/1 in a 4/4 at Alafaya Club avail
ASAP! Great F roommates, great
location on the 1st floor. Parking incl.
$570/mo all util incl. 561-714-6358
1/1 available in a 2/2- Tivoli
$560/mo, great female roomma~e.
walk-i
n closet, private bath, plenty of
arking. Lease until July. 352-988-7791
Spacious 1/1 available immediately in
Pegasus Landing. $495 a month
includes everything. Call Emily to
know morel 321-591-3566

300

· Why rent when you can own for the
· same price? Interest rates dropped
again and we can get you into a
property near campus, and we do all
the work for FREE. Listen for our ads
on Real Radio104.1FM or
Youronlyteam.com Check out this
property: 2/2 townhouse, fenced ·
back yard, 1/4 mile from campus
for under $150k I 1-888-580-TEAM
Popular condo location about 4 miles
from campus. ~ bedrooms/2 baths,
fireplace, washer/dryer, 6 available
from $105,000 to $125,000. Call
Richard Ritterpusch, RE/MAX 200
Realty 407-808-7987.

New '08 Hyundai Accent GSI Won in
contest; less than thirty-mil Full trim
packg includ. Driven only home from
dealership. Plat Silver w/ blk cloth
interior. $12,900 (407) 924-5091
5-year, 60K warranty.

1 Responsible Roommate

The following Positions:
Lifeguard • Ride Operator· Food & Beverage Cashier•
Food & Beverage Cook • Front Gate Assistance • Gift
Shop Assistance and more!

Great Benefits Including:
Free Admission • Free Quarterly Tickets • College
Tuition Assistance• Referral Bonuses and More!

Hppty now:

fi\\ out an app\ic.ation
oN.\JN.E! v,sit
wetnwi\dor\ando.c.ofl'

Call: Job Line (407) 248-1600
Email: hr@Wetnwildorf.com
Visit: Human Resources daily between 9AM and 4 PM
Wet'n Wild Human Resources
6200 International Drive• Orlando, FL 32819
(407) 354-2085 • FAX (407) 345-1005
iin
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wanted to share FANTASTIC 4/2.5
home In Oviedo. Mins from UCF.
Lake, yard, his Internet. Private
room, bathroom and living area.
All utll Incl. Females Only: $600/mo
Call Carlee 321-749.:0507
Room for rent with priva~e bath
407-384-7080
2 Rooms available in 4/2.5. 3 miles
from UCF. $440/mo or $475/mo
include elec, cable, hi-speed internet,
water, maid service, etc. Steve 305281-3104·scasios76@aol.com

BEAUTIFUL POOL HOME
ON GOLF
COURSE. 4BR/3BA, open split
floor plan, formal LR & DR, vaulted
ceillngs, 2,600 sq.ft., 2 fireplaces,
all new stainless steel appliances,
custom paved patio, drive &
walks, & MUCH MORE. $364,000
Stop by 2538 Ekana Drive, Oviedo
32765
Denise Seeber 407 977-9754

3Bed/2Bath TOWNHOME!!!
Nice and clean! Close to UCFI Rent
by Room $500-600/mo
407-252-527!l
Room for rent 4 miles from UCF $400
a nionth all util. incl. M/F
call 407-406-3771 .·

ROOM FOR RENT ONLY $450 House
is furnished, just bring your bed and
move in. HS internet and cable, W/D,
dishwasher, pool and tennis courts, 5
min. from Valencia CC East and close
to UCF and Barry University. Nice
neighborhood. 561-797-2030
ROOMS FOR RENT! In 4/2.5 house;.2
rooms available; move in asap. Rent is
$400 plus utilities. Call (407) 971-2428.
1 Bedroom in House for Rent. Fully
furnished! $450/mo, includes utilities,
internet, cable, minifridge. Off Dean Rd.
(407) 869-1209 RCCosme@gmail.co,

BEST PRICED HOME IN
WATERFORD LAKES $175,000
PLUS $2,000 CLOSING COSTS !
2/1.5 2 STORY 1 CAR GARAGE ALL
APPL. TILE/CARPET, NO REAR
NEIGHBORS, HOME WARRANTY 24
HR. INFO 1-800-695-5953 X3000 OR
JANET DICKINSON/HUNTER REAL
ESTATE SERVICES 407-310-0379

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Dwn pay. assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $114,900
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874·

PUG PUPPIES FOR SALE! A We
have 2 adorable boys and girls
available for $500 apiece. A The pups
come with their first round of shots as
well as an agreement with Mitchell
Hammock Vet Office to get 10% your
first office visit. A The pups are also
certified in good health by Mitchell
Hammock Vet Hospital. A Mom and
Dad are onsite at the condo with the
pups as well. A Please ca·11
9546514917 or email
jordananavarro@mac.com for more
information. A We live 2 minutes away
from UCF in Hunter's Reserve!

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY?
ADOPTION -ls a loving choice.

A warm, caring, loving, financially
- secure, happily married couple Is
looking to adopt a baby. Lots of love
and a secure future Is promised.
Expenses paid. Call Karen or Stan at
Brenner Law otflces bar#260101

1-800-362-9660
Top Grade Tutoring. Tutors available in
ALL Math, Science, & English courses.
Contact 407-427-0067.
www.topgradetutoring.com
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tAII fares are subject to change without notice. Fares are only available for flights booked at jetblue.com. Travel costs $10 more.per person if purchased by telephone or at an airport or city ticket office. Fares require up to a 7-day advance purchase. Travel must
be booked by February 28, 2008, 11 :59 PM MT. All travel must be completed by May 14, 2008. Orlando-Cancun travel must take place Tuesday and/or Wednesday. Orlando-Santo Domingo travel must take place on Tuesday, Wednesday, and/or Saturday. Fares
may not be available on all days-or on all flights. Fares are most often found on midweek travel dates. All fares must be purchased at tim~ of reservation, and are oneway, nonrefundable, and nontransferable. Cancellations and changes can be made prior to
scheduled departure for $50 at 1-800-JETBLUE (1-800-861-3372 if located in Mexico and 1-809-200-9898 if located in the Dominican Republic) or S40 at jetblue.com, with applicable fare adjustment. Cancellations are for a JetBlue travel credit only, which is valid
fo( one year. If a reservation is not changed or canceled prior to scheduled departure, all money associated with the reservation is forfeited. Fares do not include Passenger Facility Charges of up to $9 each wa~, September 11th S~curity Fees of up to S5 each
way, and a Federal Segment Tax of $3.50 per domestic segment. A segment is a 'takeoff and landing. International fares also do not include government fees and taxes of up to $76.20 each way. All taxes and fees must be paid at the time of purchase. JetBlue
reserves the right to deny boarding to passengers without proper documentation. DIRECTV® service is not available on flights outside the continental U.S.; however, where applicable, FOX Inflight is offered complimentary on these routes. Other restrictions
apply. ©2008 JetBlue Airways
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